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SUMMARY
This study has been realized in the scope of AQUO, a collaborative research project supported
by the 7th Framework Programme through Grand Agreement N°314227, whose final goal of
AQUO project is to provide policy makers with practical guidelines to mitigate underwater noise
footprint due to shipping, in order to prevent adverse consequences to marine life.
The present document is the deliverable D5.3 project “Assessment of solutions to reduce
radiated noise level”. It takes as an input the list of proposed solutions and mitigation measures
from Task 5.1 [1] and the purpose is to assess their efficiency regarding underwater radiated
noise. Contrarily to most of previous studies available in literature, the analysis carried out here
aims to quantify the RNL (Radiated Noise Level) reduction or at least a general trend.
For that purpose, the analysis is supported by three particular studies :
•

First case study (small fishing vessel) using the vibro-acoustic models built in WP2,

•

Second case study (coastal tanker) using mainly feedback from WP2 studies [8] , [4],
and WP3 noise measurement at sea [5],

•

Use of generic URN models for a merchant ship. They use the models developed in
tasks T2.1 [6] and T2.5 [6], [7] of AQUO project, combined with a decomposition of
machinery URN into different contributions and transmission paths.

A summary of trends in ship RNL reduction, based on expertise and feedback of the above
mentioned particular studies, is shown in Table 5.1. The conclusions are that reductions of RNL
of more than 6 dB can be achieved but this should be done by combining different noise control
measures in a consistent way, generally considering both propeller noise and machinery noise.
For that, a case to case analysis is necessary, taking into account the type of the ship and the
operating conditions.
In the case of the building new ships, it is important to perform the RNL reduction studies very
early in the design process. If not, the noise control measures decided late will be impossible to
implement, expensive and/or ineffective.
In the case of existing vessels, the importance of proper maintenance and hull/propeller
cleaning is confirmed. Some solutions can also be considered, such as bubble curtains or the
use of an improved propeller with reduced cavitation.
In all cases, the reduction of ship speed is expected to reduce significantly RNL except in the
case of ships equipped with CPP working at reduced speed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Scope and position of the study within AQUO Project
AQUO is collaborative research project supported by the 7th Framework Programme through
Grand Agreement N°314227, addressing the Call FP7-S ST-2012-RTD-1 “Transport”. The final
goal of AQUO project is to provide to policy makers practical guidelines to mitigate underwater
noise footprint due to shipping, in order to prevent adverse consequences to marine life.
Task 5.1 of the project has established a comprehensive list of possible solutions for the
mitigation of underwater noise emitted by ship traffic and its impact on marine life [1]. The
purpose of this study, corresponding to Task 5.2 of the project, is to assess, as far as possible
in a quantitative way, the efficiency of these different solutions for the reduction of the radiated
noise level in water of a ship. The results will be used to produce the final “Practical Guidelines”
document in Task 5.5 and to justify the recommendations. The relationship between the
different tasks is given on Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1.- Position of present Task 5.2 within AQUO Project for the derivation of guidelines.-
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1.2 Organization of the study and methodology
The proposed mitigation measures have been divided into two main groups, with several
subgroups, as listed in Task 5.1 and outlined below:
•

•

Solutions Regarding Ship Design
o

Design solutions at propulsion level

o

Reduction of machinery noise

o

Reduction of propeller noise

o

Structural solutions to reduce underwater radiated noise

o

Other solutions to reduce underwater radiated noise

Mitigation Measures Related to Traffic Control
o

Mitigation solutions applied to a particular ship

o

Mitigation solutions applied at ship traffic control level (not applicable here)

The main purpose of the study is to estimate the reduction of the URN (Underwater Radiated
Noise) of the ship as a whole, thanks to different mitigation measures. It should be noted that a
reduction of 6 dB (for example) of the contribution of the main engines in the URN will not
automatically reduce the overall URN of the ship by the same quantity, because it will depend
on the relative importance of the different noise sources (other auxiliaries, propeller, cavitation).
As a consequence, the analysis should be done not only at the level of a particular noise
phenomenon, but also at the scale of the ship as a whole.
Besides that, it can be expected that the use of only one particular mitigation measure will not
be sufficient to reduce significantly the whole URN, a combination of different mitigation
measures should also be considered.
The URN analysis will be conducted regarding band-averaged URN (1/3 octaves). Narrowband
information can also be used if necessary for the analysis.
For the present study, the analysis is supported by three different approaches:
•

First case study (small fishing vessel) using the vibro-acoustic models built in WP2,

•

Second case study (coastal tanker) using mainly feedback from WP2 studies [8], [4],
and WP3 noise measurement at sea [5],

•

Use of generic URN models for a merchant ship. They use the models developed in
tasks T2.1 [6] and T2.5 [7] of AQUO project, combined with a decomposition of
machinery URN into different contributions and transmission paths.
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Then, a synthesis of the results will be done, in order to identify the most efficient solutions or
combination of solutions, and the achievable reduction of URN.

1.3 General considerations on ship URN and mitigation measures
1.3.1 Sources of underwater noise from a ship
A ship is a complex noise source composed by the superimposition of several contributions
(Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Ship sources of underwater noise (from MEPC 59/19, IMO 2009)

The three main contributors of underwater radiated noise are:
•

internal machinery and auxiliaries, including the propulsion plant ;

•

propellers ;

•

hydrodynamic flow noise (due to hull and appendages).
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For commercial vessels, it is found generally that radiated noise due to machinery is dominant
at low speeds, whereas propeller cavitation noise is dominant at high speed. Their relative
contribution depends on ship design, and some discussion can be found in some references
such as [14], and also in an AQUO Project report [7]. On the other hand, the flow noise
radiation far away from the source can be considered as negligible in comparison to the two
other contributors.
Machinery noise:
The first contributor is the main propulsion system. Different engines or propulsion architectures
can be considered. The most commonly used are:
Diesel Electric: The noise signatures of the diesel-electric ships typically contain energy from
the diesel generators and from the electric propulsion motors in combination with the frequency
converters. The levels of electric propulsion motor noise energy, and the frequencies at which
they occurred, vary with ship and with propulsion shaft rpm.
Diesel: typical propulsion noise contributors include the diesel engines and the reduction gears.
Because diesel engine rpm vary according to propulsion demand, these signature components
occurred at frequencies that depend on ship speed. Two cases are of interest:
•

Large two-stroke engines,

•

Four-stroke engines, often used in combination with a gear box and a controllable pitch
propeller.

Turbines: Propulsion turbines, turbine generators, and reduction gears are the dominant
sources of propulsion system noise on steam turbine equipped ship.
Radiated noise related to the diesel motor consists mainly of tonals at frequencies
corresponding to rotation rate and harmonics (and multiples of half the rotation rate for 4 stroke
engines.
Auxiliary machinery can also contribute significantly to underwater radiated noise in water.
Noise components from rotating auxiliary machinery and other shipboard equipment contribute
to the ship overall noise signature, but usually at lower levels than propulsion systems. The list
of noisy equipment and their relative contribution depends strongly from one ship to another. In
general, the following apparatus and installations are considered:
•

the compressors and electric compressors,

•

the diesel generating sets,

•

lubricating pumps,
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•

pumps for seawater distribution, draining and bailing.

•

the steering gear, including its electric pumps,

•

cooling sets,

•

ventilation fans, air conditioning and heating units,

•

main motive power distribution switchboards.

From the vibro-acoustic point of view, a noisy machinery item can be characterized by:
•

The vibratory levels at its connections to the foundations or to pipework and cables,

•

The airborne radiated noise power,

•

The pressure fluctuations in the fluid pipes (in case of pumps).

These excitations are transmitted to the hull through different noise or vibratory transfer paths
and radiated into water.
A classical solution for the reduction of engine noise and vibrations is the use of resilient or
elastic mounts. The resilient mounted engines (figure 1-3) must be equipped with the engine
frame of sufficient stiffness to deal with the engine unbalanced forces and moments. It means
the deflections and their transmission to engine foundation must be as low as possible [13],
[12].

Figure 1.3: Scheme of the resilient mounted propulsion systems

The energy flow from source to foundation and from there to some receiving structural element
depends on the dynamic and geometric properties of sources, mounts, supporting and adjoining
structures. The point and transfer mobility concepts can be used to describe coupling effects
and energy flow from the source to the receiving structure as long as coupled systems are
linear systems, one dominating transmission path through each mount. In general the energy
flow from a source to its supporting structure is predominantly caused by the one dimensional
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often vertical motion of the source. The second most important transmission mechanism is
typically induced by the horizontal motion of the source. In this case the energy transfer is
primarily caused by shear in the resilient mounts. Although the motion of a source in the vertical
and horizontal directions can be of the same magnitude, the mobilities normal and tangential to
a standard foundation can be quite different; the mobility normal to the foundation being the
higher one. A consequence of this is that the transmission path perpendicular to the foundation
in general dominates. In Figure 1-4 a practical example of resilient mounted propulsion system
is presented.

Figure 1-4: An example of resilient mountings used on board a ferry

Propeller :
The propeller is a major source of underwater noise. Different phenomena (Figure 1-5) can
occur and generate noise on the propeller: direct radiation and hull vibration (shaft rate and
blade rate lines at low frequencies), cavitation (mid and high frequency humps), propeller
singing (mid-frequency line) and grinding and squeaking from the shaft (mid-frequency) see
Figure1-6.
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Figure 1-5: Main vibro-acoustic phenomena related to propeller

Figure1-6: Schematic representation of propeller noise with corresponding frequency range

Non Cavitating
For propellers in non-cavitating state, in the radiated noise spectra, it is possible to identify
distinct tones associated to the blade frequencies together with a broadband noise at higher
frequencies. The blade rate noise is due to that fact that the propeller is normally operating
behind a vessel and so it works in a circumferentially varying wake field. This causes fluctuating
angles of incidence on the blade sections which reflect in fluctuating pressures which generate
noise at the blade frequency and multiples.
A broad-band noise is associated to the turbulence both in the incident flow and at the trailing
edge of the blade sections. In addition, resonances of the blades excited by the turbulent
boundary layer may produce amplification of radiated noise in medium frequency bands.
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Another well-known phenomenon is propeller singing, which results from the excitation of a
vibro-acoustic resonance of the propeller blades by the non-stationary downstream flow. This
phenomenon can be suppressed by shaping properly the trailing edge of the blade.
Cavitating
Cavitation noise is a major contributor to ship noise. Several types of cavitation can occur
depending on the propeller design, the speed, the geometry, etc (Figure 1-7):
-

Tip and Hub vortex cavitation

-

Sheet cavitation

-

Bubble cavitation

-

Root cavitation

-

Propeller-Hull vortex cavitation

-

Unsteady sheet cavitation (cloud cavitation)

A pressure signal is generated at the blade passing frequencies and its harmonics. This is
usually the dominant source of low frequency lines at high speeds, and amplified when
cavitation occurs. The phenomenon is due to non-uniform wake inflow velocity. The pressure on
a blade surface varies due to this wake and also due to the change in hydrostatic pressure as a
function of its depth below the water surface. Both effects cause the pressure to be lower in the
upper region of the propeller blades motion. If the rotation speed is sufficiently high, a cavity will
be formed; it rapidly collapses when pressure increases as the blade turns downward (or
anyway the conditions for its formation are no more valid). Since this collapse occurs every time
a blade passes through the same region (in the same hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
conditions), noise will be generated at the blade rate and its harmonics. The collapse of
cavitation bubbles creates shock waves and hence noise. This is essentially “white noise”
covering a frequency band up to high frequencies.
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Figure 1-7 : Types of cavitation

1.3.2 List of mitigation solutions considered and expected effect
Table 1-1 summarizes the list of mitigation measures considered for the present study, giving
also their foreseen effect on the URN of the ship as a whole, according to an initial qualitative
feedback from a panel of specialists and scientists. In this table, the symbol “++” means that a
significant reduction of URN is expected (more than 3 dB), the symbol “+” means a small
improvement, “0” means no significant evolution and “-“ means a risk of degradation of URN.
For more information on the description of mitigation measures, see reference [1].
Mitigation measure

Low
freq.

Medium
freq.

High
freq.

Type of engine

+/++

+

0

Diesel-electric
propulsion

++

++

0/++

-

0

+

0/++

+/++

+/++

Consequences on on-board machinery to
be considered

Elastic mountings

+

+/++

+/++

Generally considered to be not suitable for
large 2-stroke engines

Auxiliary and main
engine acoustic
enclosure

0

0/+

0/+

Podded propulsion
Reduction of TPK (turn
per knots)

Comments
When changing away from 2-stoke to 4stroke with elastic mounts
More applicable to cruise vessels or
special vessels
No foreseen improvement from dieselelectric propulsion

More effect expected in medium/ high
frequencies. More effect on interior noise
than on underwater noise.
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Mitigation measure

Low
freq.

Medium
freq.

High
freq.

Increase of the stiffness
of machinery foundation

+/++

0/+

0

Structural solutions (hull
girder spacing, hull
thickness, double hull)

0/+

0/++

0/++

Structural damping

0

+

0/+

Bubble curtain (hull)

-/0

+/++

0/+

Bubble curtain
(propeller)

0/+

+

0/+

Decoupling hull coating

0/+

+/++

+

Hull optimization

0/+

0/+

0/+

Propeller blade design
optimization

0/++

+/++

+/++

-/+

0/+

-/+

Can be interesting if the design reduces
cavitation

0

0/+

0/+

Specific (hub vortex)

Wake Conditioning
Devices (nozzles etc)

0/+

0/++

0/+

Depends on the initial status (poor or
good hull design). Can inprove noise in
some cases and frequency ranges.

Optimized ship handling

0/++

0/++

0/++

Ship URN is known to go worse if the ship
is not well maintained

Hull and propeller
cleaning

0/+

0/+

0/+

Assessment is easier for the effect on fuel
efficiency

Non conventional
propellers
Propeller hub caps

Appropriate
management of dynamic
positioning system

Comments

Covers different aspects: hull/shaft
interaction at LF, hull radiation factor.

Depends on the initial status (poor or
good design)
Improvement depends on the starting
point, and whether it is focused only on
noise or taking into account fuel efficiency

Specific situation

Speed reduction

0/++

-/++

-/++

Possible degradation of URN in the case
of CPP running off-design (low pitch)

Change in the propeller
plant settings

0/+

0/++

0/++

May be beneficial in some cases

Table 1-1 : Foreseen effect of mitigation measures on ship URN – Qualitative assessment from a panel
of specialists

In this table, “Low frequency” corresponds to frequencies lower than 160 Hz, “Medium
frequencies” are in the range 160 Hz – 1000 Hz, and “High frequencies” are above 1000 Hz.
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2 First case study – small fishing vessel
2.1 Characteristics of the vessel
The vessel studied here is the FS2 measured during the full-scale measurements in the WP3
[4].

Figure 2-1 Picture of the FS2.-

The main particulars of the vessel are as follow:
Type: Research Vessel.

Construction year: 1996

Hull material (steel, aluminum..): Steel.

Total Length (m): 21m

Breadth (m): 5.80

Depth to Upper Deck (m): -

Displacement (Full load) (Ton): 170.52 ton

Deadweight (Ton): 31.20 ton

Ship draught (m): 2.6

Table 2.1.- Main Particulars.-

2.2 Vibro-acoustic model
The reference model for ship vibro-acoustics comes from task T2.4 of AQUO Project. Two
methods are used:
•

Finite elements (FEM) model coupled with external fluid (BEM or other techniques) for
the low frequency domain
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Figure 2-2 FEM-SEA model of the Fishing Vessel

•

Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) model for the high frequency domain (see figure
below).

Figure 2-3 SEA model of the fishing vessel

The reference vibro-acoustic model is established by comparison with available experimental
data (URN measured at sea and internal N&V data) and the parameters of the model are
adjusted if necessary.
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2.3 Assessment of solutions related to ship structure and machinery
noise
2.3.1 Elastic mountings
The aim of this paragraph is the evaluation of the expected benefits coming from installing
elastic mounting in the main machinery on board vessel. The methodology used for the present
study should be considered as innovative and efficient in shedding light about the subject.
However, it still can be improved and the results are, of course, case dependant.
The present study should be considered as a particular case that can shed light about the
subject, without trying to be a standard.
According to the available data collected during the full-scale measurements, the information
about the vibration diminution transmitted by the gensets in one of the vessel through her
double resilient mounting enables to estimate the corresponding underwater noise diminution
reached by this specific technological solution (Figure 2-4).

Underwater Radiated Noise dB (ref 5x10E-8)

ESTIMATION OF URN REDUCTION THROUGH GENSETS INSULATION
60,0
50,0
40,0

Double Resilient Mounting

30,0

-------------

Average

20,0
10,0
0,0
10

100

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2-4 URN reduction through gensets insulation.-

The analysis of the average curve of the obtained data enables to identify for the low frequency
(until 50 Hz) a first reduction step around 20 dB and then a growth over the medium frequency
(50 to 200 Hz) up to 40 dB, this value being kept up to 800 Hz. The peaks observed in the
yellow curve around 20-30Hz correspond to this particular case in terms of foundation design,
mobility and genset characteristics. For other configurations or structures, peaks would also be
probably observed but not necessarily with the same frequencies and levels.
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The potential noise reduction it is very high, nevertheless the technological solution under study
has been applied in a “Fishing Research Vessel” therefore this solution cannot be considered to
be applicable for all type of ships. On the other side, the use of simple resilient mounting is
much more applicable to all kind of vessel and it should be considered as one of the most costefficient solutions.

2.3.2 Acoustic enclosures
In this study, the main objective is the evaluation of the underwater noise effect and possible
solutions due to the airborne noise generated by the machinery on board vessel. During the fullscale measurements within AQUO project, some engine room noise measurements were
collected enabling to address this analysis.

Figure 2-5: Airborne noise effect on the URN.-

The prediction calculations about the effect of the different noise sources on board is included in
Figure 2-5, It can be seen that in all the frequency range, the white curve is largely (10 dB)
below the other ones corresponding to the machinery and propeller effect. Therefore, the effect
of the airborne noise should be considered as negligible in comparison with the structural
machinery noise or the propeller noise impact. Finally, we can conclude that the use of
machinery enclosures is not an efficient option to diminish significantly the underwater radiated
noise. However, it remains a recommended solution for other aspects, in particular to reduce
on-board airborne noise for crew safety and passenger comfort.
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2.3.3 Hull girder spacing and/or hull thickness modification
In this case, we focus on the evaluation of the possible benefits due to the thickness increase of
the bottom structure and hull plates of the vessel. The Figure 2-6 shows some illustrative details
about the engine foundation in order to enable an easy understanding of the thickness
variations detailed here below:

Figure 2-6 Main engine Foundation under study.-

Two different reinforcement studies have been addressed, “URN Reduction I” and “URN
Reduction II). The first one considers the thickness increase of the structural reinforcements of
the engine foundation and the second one adds to the first one an extra thickness for the hull in
the same area.
URN Reduction I
The considered reinforcement changes are as follow (Figure 2-7):
•

Main Girders: from 10 mm to 20 mm.

•

Floors: from 6mm to 10mmm.

Figure 2-7 Thickness variation of the structure I.-
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URN Reduction II
The considered extra hull thickness is as follow (Figure 2-8):
•

Hull: from 8/10 mm to 15 mm.

Figure 2-8: Thickness variation of the structure II.-

According to the previous description of thicknesses variation, the expected underwater noise
reduction is shown in the Figure 2-9:

Noise Reduction (dB ref 10^-6 Pa)

ESTIMATED NOISE DIMINUTION THROUGH SCANTLING VARIATIONS

URN Reduction I
URN Reduction II
Log.Average I
Log.Average II

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2-9 URN variation through structural thicknesses increment.-

As it can be seen the estimation of the URN variation is not negligible by the application of this
technological solution. It is important to note that the present study is far away to be a dedicated
engineering study about structural optimisation for underwater noise. The aim is simply to have
an idea of the possible benefit by the application of this technological solution in this particular
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case. In that sense an optimum study related to the existing structure engine foundation
(without double bench considerations) would have improved the signature of the vessel related
to machinery noise by around 1.5 dB.
As a conclusion, we can point out that it is important to address these types of studies in the
early stages of the structural design in order to benefit of the underwater noise reduction with
minimum interferences in terms of project schedule and structural weight.
It is important to note that an optimisation of the hull structure is necessary in order to control
the weight increment in relation with the URN benefits to comply with the defined requirements.
These calculations have to be addressed by a specialist in marine structure and vibro-acoustic
engineering services; otherwise, this methodology may have a contrary effect on other aspects,
requiring an overview by the naval architect on the vessel project as a whole.

2.3.4 Structural damping
In order to test other possible mitigation solutions, the installation of damping tiles was
evaluated. Two different commercial solutions (different thickness) were assessed (Figure
2-10).

Figure 2-10: Damping Tiles.-

The Figure 2-11 shows the improvements obtained according to the results of the model
calculation. The first curve (red) corresponds with an application of the tiles with 6mm thickness.
The second one (blue) corresponds with an application of the tiles with 2mm thickness. We
observe that the average reduction is 4 dB (in the best cases), which are in accordance with
what some experts claimed [13].
A case-by-case study for each particular vessel would have to be carried out to assess the
effectiveness of the solution. Once again, an engineering study addressed by specialist has to
be carried out in order to optimise cost and noise benefits.
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Figure 2-11 Attenuation by damping material application.-
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3 Second case study - coastal tanker
3.1 Characteristics of the vessel
The vessel studied here is the MT Olympus Coastal Tanker.

Figure 3-1: M/T Olympus

The assessment of the impact of mitigations measures on underwater radiated noise will be
done using the data available from the measurements from WP3 and from expertise.
The general particulars for the hull and propeller of this vessel can be seen in Table 3-1.

Hull and Vessel Data

Symbol

Full scale dimensions

Length overall

LOA [m]

124.5

Length between perpendiculars

LBP [m]

116.9

Breadth moulded

B [m]

18

Draught: fore - aft

T [m]

8.12 - 8.12

Displacement volume

∆ [m3]

12925

Wetted surface

WS [m2]

3381

Block coefficient

CB [-]

0.7565
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Hull and Vessel Data

Symbol

Full scale dimensions

Prismatic coefficient

CP [-]

0.7597

Waterline coefficient

CW [-]

0.905

Speed

V [knots]

15

Bunker

[-]

HFO 380 cs

Total capacity of cargo tanks

[m3]

10692.6

HFO Bunker Capacity

[m3]

331

DO Bunker Capacity

[m3]

107

Symbol

Full scale dimensions

D [m]

4.8

[-]

CPP

Z [-]

4

[-]

right

P/D [-]

0.87

AE / AO [-]

0.45

Propeller Data
Propeller diameter
Propeller type
Number of blades
Direction of rotation
Design pitch ratio at 0.7r/R
Blade area ratio

Table 3-1 Coastal Tanker Vessel General Particulars

3.2 Assessment of solutions related to ship structure
Some partial vibro-acoustic models were built in AQUO Project Task 2.4 to study the propellerhull vibro-acoustic interaction with different approaches.
For the low frequencies, a Finite Element model and a Boundary Element model were built
taking into account the aft part of the rear structure of the M/T Olympus.
For medium to high frequencies, two models were built, one using the Statistical Energy
Analysis method and the other one using a component mode synthesis approach.
It is found that the vibro-acoustic interaction between the propeller and the hull in the aft part of
the ship is significant in some frequency bands and may be responsible in part of the high
radiated noise at low frequencies (around 100 Hz) and medium speed (15 knots). For that
particular case, the damping of the structure in the aft part of the hull may result in a few dB of
URN reduction in that frequency range.
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3.3 Control strategies for CPP
This section evaluates the influence of CPP control on the URN. The impact on fuel efficiency
and the practical implementation on a chemical tanker (M/T Olympus) are investigated in
another study; see report D5.4 [2].

3.3.1 Introduction
Many ships, especially the ones in coastal trade and on shorter routes, have Controllable Pitch
Propellers (CPP) for various reasons. Some of the main advantages are:
•

Improved manoeuvrability, of special interest for vessels with frequent port calls.

•

Larger bollard pull which is of special interest to tugs, fishing vessels, vessels operating
in ice etc.

•

Less risk of overloading the engine in situations where the resistance is increased.

•

No need to reverse engine or having clutched gears for going astern.

•

Possibility to match propeller and engine performance for optimum efficiency at a certain
power range.

Often the CPP is set up with an engine running at constant RPM. This gives the possibility to
run an AC shaft generator generating a constant frequency power to the systems on-board. A
vessel with Controllable Pitch (CP) Propellers operating at constant RPM is usually optimized at
85% MCR (Maximum Continuous Rating). If, however, the speed is reduced this is then done
by reducing the pitch of the CPP. When the pitch angle is reduced the pitch distribution is
changed.
Reduced service speed gives an off-design condition where the efficiency will significantly
decrease due to the non-optimal angle of attack of the blade sections at different radii and result
in unnecessary high fuel consumption. The differing angles of attack will also cause a nonuniform flow resulting in excessive cavitation and increased noise levels. In some cases the
noise level can even increase with reduced vessel speed [9].
Some ships have an arrangement so that the engine can run at variable RPM and allowing the
propeller to operate at optimal pitch so the fuel consumption can be reduced. Similarly, from the
viewpoint of acoustic signature reduction, another goal might be to sail with a shaft speed-pitch
combination that gives least or no propeller cavitation. When sailing in operational conditions,
continuous adjustment of the shaft speed-pitch combination might be used to match the
propeller inflow as good as possible. The latter is expected to help to increase the cavitation
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free time in operational conditions. The main challenge is to find the optimum control rules to
get continuously the optimum operation curve of the propulsion system.
There are few references dealing with this topic. One of them is [10] which shows the measured
noise levels for various control options (see Figure 3-2). This figure shows that at constant
RPM, varying the pitch from full power to lower power first reduces the noise. However,
reducing the propeller pitch further will make the propeller pass the point of pressure side
inception. From this point the noise will increase again and be significantly much larger than at
operating speed. On the other hand, the use of a combinatory results in lower noise levels, even
though it continues to behave worse at very low power than a full power.

Figure 3-2 Effect of using a combinatory for quiet operation of a RO-PAX vessel (extracted from [10]).

The use of a combinatory will normally require a modification of the engine RPM regulator. If a
shaft generator is to be used the electrical system will also have to be modified or changed.
Different solutions are becoming commercially available on the market, also opening up for the
use of shaft generators on vessels with fixed pitch propellers.
On the other hand, for existing ships, finding its optimum settings for a “silent configuration” by
minimizing URN could help traffic controllers and ship crew to establish ship speed in certain
areas. This could be done by performing URN experiments with different settings and speeds
and select the quietest.
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3.3.2 Impact on vessel underwater radiated noise – Experimental survey
Based on the studies carried out in WP2 [4] and WP3 [5], we will try to assess the possible URN
reduction by operating M/T Olympus at variable RPM.
The model-scale cavitation observations, pressure pulse and noise measurements were
performed at six loading conditions found in the Table 3.2. below. LC1 corresponds to NCR
power with 15% sea-margin with design pitch setting at design draft and LC2 is the
corresponding ballast draft condition. LC5 and LC6 resemble decreasing the speed to 11 kn by
reducing the pitch setting while keeping the RPM constant. This is how the ship is operated
today. LC3 and LC4 demonstrates what will happen if the speed is decreased by reducing the
RPM keeping the pitch setting constant. As can be seen in the table, there are quite small
differences between ballast- and design draft conditions for this particular vessel, mainly due to
the relatively the small changes of propeller immersion. This is reflected also in the cavitation
observations, pressure pulse measurements and URN measurements in model-scale.

Unit

LC1

LC2

LC3

LC4

LC5

LC6

P/D

-

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.521

0.521

Draft

-

Design

Ballast

Design

Ballast

Design

Ballast

Condition description

-

NCR
power

NCR
power

3.672

3.672

11 kn,
nominal
pitch
1.336

11 kn,
nominal
pitch
1.118

11 kn,
nominal
rpm
1.938

11 kn,
nominal
rpm
1.747

%

1

1

1

1

1

1

MW

0

0

0

0

0

0

Seamargin

%

15

15

15

15

15

15

Prop immersion

m

5.788

3.696

5.721

3.559

5.721

3.559

VS

kn

14.13

15.37

10.50

10.59

11.0

11.0

wTS

–

0.299

0.305

0.291

0.295

0.293

0.293

KQ/J3

–

0.187

0.149

0.160

0.133

J

–

0.544

0.577

0.566

0.594

0.404

0.417

n

1/min

117.13

119.12

84.56

80.90

123.89

120.00

n

1/s

1.952

1.985

1.409

1.415

2.065

2.000

σ

–

11.86

8.84

20.92

17.88

19.16

16.44

MW
Transmission loss
PTO

Table 3-2 Loading conditions
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Cavitation observations
Photos of cavitation from the model-scale measurements in LC2 are presented in Figure 3-1.
These can be compared to the corresponding full-scale observations in Figure 3-4. The
observation angle is different and the blade tip could not be observed in full-scale at the angles
where sheet cavitation is supposed to be present because the camera was directed slightly
wrongly. However, the general behaviour of the tip-vortex cavity in full-scale seems to correlate
well to the model-scale observations. In model-scale, the suction side sheet cavitation extends
from 0.9R to the blade tip in LC1 and LC2. The cavitation volume and circumferential extension
is slightly larger but also somewhat more unstable at the ballast condition, LC2. The sheet
cavitation rolls up into a cavitating tip vortex which persists from about 10° to 200° in LC1 and
from about 0° to 220° in LC2. The tip vortex is a b it unstable and some bursting is occurring at
both loading conditions.
Photos of model-scale observations in the SSPA cavitation tunnel in LC6 are presented in
Figure 3-2 (back side) and Figure 3-3 (face side). Corresponding full-scale observations are
shown in Figure 3-5. In comparison with the model-scale observations, the tip vortex seems to
be somewhat thicker in full-scale.
In SSPA model scale observations of LC5 and LC6 there are leading edge vortex cavitation on
the face side starting at r/R=0.7. The face side leading edge vortex cavitation continues from
60° to 320°. A vortex coming from the face side is also indicated in Figure 3-5 even if it is not
fully validated since there are no full scale observations of the face side.
In the model-scale observations at reduced RPM, LC3 and LC4, there is mainly no cavitation,
but some cavitation occurs sporadically at the leading edge at r/R=0.95.
There is no hub vortex with cavitation in any of the loading conditions in model-scale.
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10°

20°

30°

40°

50°

60°

Figure 3-1 Model scale observation at SSPA, LC2 (85 % MCR, design pitch)
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10°

20°

30°

40°

50°

60°

Figure 3-2. Model scale observation at SSPA, LC6 (11 kn, reduced pitch).
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40°

60°

70°

90°

Figure 3-3. Model scale observation at SSPA, face side, LC6 (11 kn, reduced pitch).

Figure 3-4. Cavitation visualisation, LC2 (Run 5: 14.3 kn, 85 % MCR, design pitch).
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Figure 3-5. Cavitation visualisation, LC6 (Run 16: 10.6 kn, reduced pitch).

The URN predictions based on model-scale tests are compared in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7.

Figure 3-6 URN predictions by scaling of model-scale measurement data. Comparison of PSD at six
loading conditions.
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rd

Figure 3-7. URN predictions by scaling of model-scale measurement data. Comparison of 1/3 octave
band spectra at six loading conditions, BV URN-controlled vessel limits and data for chemical and
products tankers from McKenna [18]

For LC1 and LC5, the model scale measurements are compared to full-scale data in Figure 3-8
and Figure 3-9.
According to the model tests. 1/3rd octave band levels are above the BV URN-controlled vessel
class notation limit [20] for loading conditions LC1, LC2, LC5 and LC6. On the other hand,
loading conditions LC3 and LC4 are well below, which is very good.
At NCR (LC1/LC2), where the propeller loading is high, there is strong tonal noise at blade rate
and its harmonics due to blade loading that is further amplified by the sheet cavitation. The tonal
noise below 60 Hz in full-scale is higher than presented here due to under-estimation of the
transmission loss. The highest URN and vibrations in full-scale are in the range 60 to 100 Hz,
where there is a wide peak which is also observed in model scale. The high levels in this range
are probably due to the tip vortex dynamics, i.e. oscillations and “bursting”, but the full-scale
spectrum does also contain a lot of tonal components from machinery. The hull response might
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also be an important contributor in the frequency range 20 Hz to 100 Hz. At higher frequencies
there is mainly broad-band noise due to collapsing cavities.
At reduced pitch (and thus speed), LC5/LC6, the shaft power is much lower. The propeller has
no sheet cavitation. Hence, there is no contribution from cavitation to the blade rate and its
lower harmonics. The tip vortex cavity contributes probably to the wide peak in the 40 to 80 Hz
range observed in both model- and full scale. The broad band levels above 150 Hz are higher in
LC5 than in LC1, probably due to the face side leading edge vortex cavity. This is even more
noticeable in model scale.
M/T Olympus, LC1
190
MS SSPA
FS mean
FS envelope

Lps (f) [dB re 1µPa2/Hz @ 1 m]

180
170
160
150
140
130
120

1

10

2

10
fs [Hz]

3

10

Figure 3-8. Comparison of full scale (FS) measurement data (mean and directivity envelope) with URN
prediction by scaling of model-scale (MS) measurement data. LC1 corresponds to NCR power at design
draft.
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M/T Olympus, LC5
190
MS SSPA
FS mean
FS envelope

Lps (f) [dB re 1µPa2/Hz @ 1 m]
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Figure 3-9. Comparison of full scale (FS) measurement data (mean and directivity envelope) with URN
prediction by scaling of model-scale (MS) measurement data. LC5 corresponds to 11 kn at design draft
using reduced pitch setting at constant RPM.

This demonstrates clearly that reducing the speed could increase the radiated noise for ships
operating at constant RPM. The levels at reduced ship speed are unnecessary high due to the
constant RPM. Lowering the RPM instead of the pitch will give less cavitation and lower URN in
the audible frequency range when operating at 11 kn. Thus, the model scale measurement of
the vessel confirms that a controllable pitch propeller which operates a constant RPM could
make the propeller generate more underwater noise than operating with variable RPM running
according to a combinatory curve.
According to the model tests, the propeller could have been (almost) free from cavitation at 11
kn if it would have been possible to reduce RPM instead of pitch. The URN would thus become
much lower and the ship would probably have fulfilled the BV “controlled” requirements.
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3.3.3 Numerical evaluation
The estimation of the reduction of propeller noise by pitch and RPM control has been carried
out by UNIGE in the case of the “Olympus” Coastal Tanker ship. The analysis was carried out
by comparing the propeller pressure pulses on the hull:
•

Experimentally measured at towing tank/cavitation tunnel,

•

Numerically predicted by using the approach proposed in Task 2.2,

in correspondence of different functioning of the propeller:
•

Design ship speed (14kn) with the propeller at the design pitch and design RPM –
CONDITION C,

•

Reduced ship speed (11kn) with the propeller at the design pitch (reduction of RPM) –
CONDITION A,

•

Reduced ship speed (11kn) with the propeller at the design RPM (reduced pitch) –
CONDITION B,

All the functioning conditions have been evaluated numerically, i.e. by performing a numerical
self-propulsion analysis using the coupled BEM/RANS approach proposed in Task 2.2 [8] and
using the predicted RPM and propeller pitch for the evaluation of the pressure pulses field at the
ship different speeds.

Figure 3-10. Position of the pressure transducers (model scale).
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A preliminary analysis of the pressure pulses prediction is presented in Figure 3-13. Calculated
pressure pulse amplitudes are compared with the measurements carried out in full scale and
with the extrapolations from the cavitation tunnel experiments. The agreement is satisfactory,
both between numerical calculations (up to the second harmonic) and full-scale measurements
and between the latter ones and extrapolations from cavitation tunnel tests. Full-scale
measurements, however, they were carried out only in correspondence of a single
measurement point on the hull and only at the design speed and with the reduced speed of
11kn achieved only by pitch decrease.
Consequently, the systematic analysis has been carried out by comparing calculated pressure
pulses with the extrapolations from cavitation tunnel measurements (well in agreement with the
available full scale measurements), as shown, in correspondence of different points on the hull
(Figure 3-10). A summary of the self-propulsion point computed by using the BEM/RANS
approach in correspondence of CONDITION C (i.e. the design ship speed, full scale
calculations) is presented in Table 3-3, while the nominal and the effective wakes, as computed
by the coupled approach, are presented in Figure 3-11. Pressure pulses have been computed
in correspondence of the numerical self-propulsion point exactly on the same grid of points
adopted for the experimental measurements carried out at SSPA Cavitation Tunnel. The
corresponding cavitation index (based on propeller rate of revolution) at shaft is equal to 3.95.
Predicted pressure pulses (single amplitude) are presented in Figure 3-12.

Table 3-3. Self-propulsion for CONDITION C
Ship speed

Prop. rps

Prop. KT

Prop. P/D0.7r

1-w

1-t

Step 1

14 kn

106.293

0.1632

0.87

0.7597

1

Step 2

14 kn

108.614

0.1821

0.87

0.7288

0.846

Step 3

14 kn

109.157

0.1839

0.87

0.7279

0.829

Step 4

14 kn

109.225

0.1841

0.87

0.7277

0.827

14 kn

112.00

0.1943

0.87

0.685

0.773

13.8–14.5kn

120

Extrapolation
Towing Tank
Sea Trials

from
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Figure 3-11. Nominal (0.15D fore the propeller, on the left) and effective (on the right) wake for
CONDITION C.

Figure 3-12. Pressure pulses. Numerical calculations (BEM) for CONDITION C.
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Figure 3-13. Measured and predicted (BEM) full-scale single amplitude pressure pulses. Design Speed
(Condition C).

-10°

0°

10°

20°

Figure 3-14. Observed (model scale cavitation tunnel) and computed (full scale) cavity extension at
design speed/RPM – design pitch (condition C).

A summary of the self-propulsion point computed by using the BEM/RANS approach in
correspondence of CONDITION A (i.e. the reduced ship speed, full scale calculations, achieved
by the reduction of the propeller rate of revolution) is presented in Table 3-4, while the nominal
and the effective wake, as computed by the coupled approach, are presented in Figure 3-15.
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Pressure pulses have been computed in correspondence of the numerical self-propulsion point
exactly on the same grid of points adopted for the experimental measurements carried out at
SSPA Cavitation Tunnel. The corresponding cavitation index (based on propeller rate of
revolution) at shaft is equal to 6.73. Predicted pressure pulses (single amplitude) are presented
in Figure 3-16.
Table 3-4. Self-propulsion for CONDITION A
Ship speed

Prop. rpm

Prop. KT

Prop. P/D0.7r

1-w

1-t

Step 1

11 kn

81.56

0.1557

0.87

0.7612

1

Step 2

11 kn

83.34

0.1741

0.87

0.7326

0.841

Step 3

11 kn

83.68

0.1757

0.87

0.7315

0.826

Step 4

11 kn

83.73

0.1759

0.87

0.7313

0.824

11 kn

84.72

0.1843

0.87

0.708

0.775

Extrapolation
Towing Tank
Sea Trials

from

Not available

Figure 3-15. Nominal (0.15D fore the propeller, on the left) and effective (on the right) wake for
CONDITION A.
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Figure 3-16. Pressure pulses. Numerical calculations (BEM) for CONDITION A.
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Figure 3-17. Computed (full scale) cavity extension at reduced ship speed by RPM control (condition A).
No experimental observations available.

A summary of the self-propulsion point computed by using the BEM/RANS approach in
correspondence of CONDITION B (i.e. the reduced ship speed, full scale calculations, achieved
by the reduction of the propeller pitch) is presented in Table 3-5, while the nominal and the
effective wake, as computed by the coupled approach, are presented in Figure 3-18. For the
prediction of the required propeller pitch necessary to satisfy self-propulsion condition, the
propeller rate of revolution calculated for CONDITION C (109.225 rpm) has been assumed.

Table 3-5. Self-propulsion for CONDITION B
Ship speed

Prop. rpm

Prop. KT

Pitch Rotation

1-w

1-t

Step 1

11 kn

109.225

0.0924

-6.16°(0.607)

0.7612

1

Step 2

11 kn

109.225

0.1106

-6.18°(0.609)

0.6984

0. 836

Step 3

11 kn

109.225

0.1128

-6.19°(0.61)

0.6900

0.8 20

Step 4

11 kn

109.225

0.1131

-6.19° (0.61)

0.6893

0. 818

11 kn

118.62

0.0968

0.521

0.698

0.752

10.2

120

Extrapolation
Towing Tank
Sea Trials

from
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Figure 3-18. Nominal (0.15D fore the propeller, on the left) and effective (on the right) wake for
CONDITION B.

Pressure pulses have been computed in correspondence of the numerical self-propulsion point
exactly on the same grid of points adopted for the experimental measurements carried out at
SSPA Cavitation Tunnel. The corresponding cavitation index (based on propeller rate of
revolution) at shaft is equal to 3.95. Predicted pressure pulses (single amplitude) are presented
in Figure 3-19.
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Figure 3-19. Pressure pulses. Numerical calculations (BEM) for CONDITION B.
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Figure 3-20. Observed (model scale cavitation tunnel) and computed (full scale) cavity extension at
reduced ship speed by pitch control (condition B).

The predicted pressure pulses (up to the 3th harmonic) have been compared with the measured
values (RMS of the pressure amplitude) in Figure 3-21 and Figure 3-22. Qualitatively the main
trends and the relative differences between the functioning conditions are confirmed. Condition
C (Design speed at the design pitch) is, in terms of pressure pulse amplitudes, the worst
condition.
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Figure 3-21. Pressure pulses. Numerical calculations (left) and RMS Experimental measurements (right).
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Figure 3-22. Pressure pulses. Numerical calculations (left) and RMS Experimental measurements (right).
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Figure 3-23. Comparison of predicted pressure pulse reduction with respect to Ship design Speed –
Location A

Figure 3-24. Comparison of predicted pressure pulse reduction with respect to Ship design Speed –
Location B
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Figure 3-25. Comparison of predicted pressure pulse reduction with respect to Ship design Speed –
Location C

Figure 3-26. Comparison of predicted pressure pulse reduction with respect to Ship design Speed –
Location D
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Figure 3-27. Comparison of predicted pressure pulse reduction with respect to Ship design Speed –
Location E

Figure 3-28. Comparison of predicted pressure pulse reduction with respect to Ship design Speed –
Location F
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Figure 3-29. Comparison of predicted pressure pulse reduction with respect to Ship design Speed –
Location G

Figure 3-30. Comparison of predicted pressure pulse reduction with respect to Ship design Speed –
Location H
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As expected, a reduction in the ship speed means a decrease in the pressures induced on the
stern counter, in particular as regards the first two harmonics. Such a trend is visible in both the
numerical and the experimental results. It has to be noted, however, that the reduction of speed
obtained by reducing the propeller RPM and keeping the pitch constant is much more effective
in decreasing the pressures. This is due to the fact that, when the blade is rigidly rotated around
a radial axis, the angle of attack of the various blade profiles at the reduced axial speed is
modified differently at the various blade sections, implying very different hydro-dynamic effects
along the blade itself. The influence of the speed reduction by RPM or pitch on pressure pulses
is summarized in Figure 3-23 to Figure 3-30, in which pressure pulses amplitudes at the
reduced ship speed, normalized with the correspondent amplitude at design speed, are
compared. As apparent from numerical results, a significant reduction in the pressure pulses is
obtained anyway (by either strategies), but the reduction is higher keeping the pitch constant.
This trend is found in a large majority of locations on the stern counter and of blade harmonics.
The same trend is confirmed in most cases by model scale investigations.
The observed unsteady cavity extension is compared with the full-scale numerical calculations
by the BEM. The comparison is proposed in Figure 3-14, Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-20.
As for pressure pulses measurements, also in this case the comparison is carried out between
cavitation tunnel observations in model scale and full-scale predictions of the cavity extension
carried out with the potential panel method. The latter were obtained in correspondence of
calculated functioning conditions A, B and C (step 4 of the iterative coupling algorithm in Table
3-3, Table 3-4 and Table 3-5). The conditions in which the cavity extensions were observed
therefore differ from those of the full scale simulations because of the wake, which is affected by
scale effects, for instance. In addition, the model scale cavitation is observed in functioning
conditions (those of the towing tank extrapolation of Table 3-3, Table 3-4 and Table 3-5 plus a
15% of sea margin correction) that slightly differ from the numerically predicted self-propulsion
points in full scale.
Despite the difference above highlighted, the comparison between observations and calculated
cavity patterns is quite good. The predicted cavity extension on the suction side for condition C
is slightly overestimated and the computed sheet cavity bubble seems, in terms of blade
angular positions, to appear earlier and collapse later. The cavitating tip vortex, that is a
relevant source of underwater noise, is, however, not predicted, being beyond the capabilities of
boundary element methods.
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The estimation of the overall contribution to pressure pulses exciting the ship stern counter due
to the fluctuating sheet cavity bubble results however to be within the capabilities of boundary
element method calculations, as shown in Figure 3-31, in which the influence of the sheet cavity

pressure amplitude [Pa]

evolution on all the pressure pulses harmonics is evident.
1000
Cond. C - Non Cavitating

Cond. C - Cavitating

2

4

800
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400
200
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Figure 3-31. Computed non cavitating and cavitating pressure pulse amplitudes at location A –
Functioning Condition C.

Also for functioning condition B, the agreement between observations and computed pressure
side cavity extension is satisfactory. From observations it is clear that the pressure side cavity
bubble is strongly fluctuating due to the adverse pressure gradient. Sheet cavity bubbles on the
blade face side have been observed in correspondence of angular positions between 50 and
310°. Calculations reasonably resemble this behavio ur. The well-known negative effect,
especially in terms of broad band radiated noise, of pressure side cavitation permits to rank
condition B (and any case in which pressure side cavitation is dominant) as a non-optimal
condition (and generally worse than those characterized by low/moderate suction side sheet
cavitation). Finally, the sheet cavity bubble on the blade suction side computed in condition A
(as there are no cavitation photos from the SSPA test report since there was only sporadic
cavitation in this condition for which no cavitation tunnel observations are available), showing a
significantly reduced extension (in terms of both blade areas and ranges of angular positions),
confirms the reduced amplitudes of the induced pressure pulses achieved at the reduced ship
speed by controlling the propeller RPM.
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4 Assessment of solutions using generic URN models
4.1 Simplified URN model
The analysis will be done, as far as possible, on large vessels: preferably merchant ships, and
some cruise vessels where appropriate.
For a given generic vessel, the simplified model to represent RNL uses a decomposition into
three components, as defined in the report R2.9 [6]:
RNL prop ( f ,V )
RNLcav ( f ,V )
 RNLmach ( f ,V )

10
10

RNL( f , V ) = 10 log10
+ 10
+ 10 10





RNL is the total ship radiated noise level in dB re µPa2/Hz @ 1 meter. RNLmach, RNLprop and
RNLcav are the RNL contributions from machinery, propeller and cavitation, respectively, each
one depending on frequency and ship speed.
The machinery noise component, also denoted “internal sources” is itself decomposed here into
contributions from a number N of different machinery items. For each one of these, the
excitation is transmitted to the hull either along the structures (vibratory path), either along the
ship compartments (airborne path).
The whole model is schematically represented on Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1 Generic vessel vibro-acoustic simplified model using transfer functions
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The machinery items are characterised by their mass, vibratory level Lvib,n at machine foundation
(upstream the elastic mounts, if any), and acoustic power Lacout,n radiated in air. Radiated noise
in water is obtained by applying transfer functions from the machinery items to the hull, through
the ship structure and compartments, and by applying radiation transfer functions to relate the
excitation of the hull and noise radiated in water. These transfer functions are obtained using
simplified models where possible. In mathematical form:
RNLacoust , n ( f ,V ) 
 N  RNLvib ,n ( f ,V )

10
10



RNLmach ( f ,V ) = 10 log ∑ 10
+ 10

 n =1 

 

RNLvib, n ( f ,V ) = Lvib, n ( f ,V ) + Tmounts, n ( f ) + Tseating, n ( f ) + Tstructure, n ( f ) + Trad , vib, n ( f )
RNLacoust,n ( f ,V ) = Lacoust,n ( f ,V ) + Tenclosure,n ( f ) + Trad ,acoust,n ( f )
Tmounts denotes the transfer function of the elastic mounts (if any), Tseating the vibratory transfer
function of the seatings or fundations of the hull, Tstructure the vibratory transfer function of the
intermediate structures (if any), and Trad, vib is related to the radiation factor of the hull for the
vibrations.
Tenclosure denotes the transfer function of the acoustic enclosure (if any), and Trad, acoust is related
to the radiation factor of the hull for acoustic transmission.
For the present study, we take into account four groups of machinery equipment:
•

Main propulsion engine

•

Diesel generator sets

•

Gearbox

•

Other auxiliaries

Once a reference model is established, mitigation measures can be simulated in different ways
to give an assessment of the effect on RNL :
•

Modification of machinery noise and vibration levels

•

Modification of propeller noise, including cavitation

•

Modification of transfer functions.
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4.2 Reference models
Model N°1 – “Average” merchant ship:
A first reference model is built, corresponding to a generic cargo ship, relatively noisy, in the
average of the RNL data available. From [6], the parametric URN model has been defined as
follows:
Lref=180 m; Vref=14 kts; Vcav=10 kts.

RNLmach ( f ,V , Lref ) = 136 + 15logV

for f < 200 Hz

RNLmach ( f ,V , Lref ) = 186 − 22 log f + 15 logV

for f > 200 Hz

RNLprop ( f ,V , Lref ) = 109 − 5 log f + 50 logV

for f < 80 Hz

RNLprop ( f ,V , Lref ) = 156 − 30 log f + 50 logV

for f > 80 Hz

RNLcav ( f ,V , Lref ) = 79 + 10 log f + 60 logV

for f < 50 Hz and V > Vcav

RNLcav ( f ,V , Lref ) = 129 − 20 log f + 60 logV

for f > 50 Hz and V > Vcav

For this first reference model, the RNL for machinery, propeller and cavitation at the reference
speed (14 kts) is shown on Figure 4-2. In this model, for that speed, machinery noise is found to
be dominating in all the frequency range except around the frequency 63 Hz, where cavitation
noise is dominating. Noise from the non-cavitating propeller is negligible in general.
Figure 4-3 shows the RNL given by the model for different speeds (11 kt, 14 kt and 18 kt). Also,
Figure 4-4 shows the repartition of radiated acoustic energy on the three noise components in
different frequency bands: the 63 Hz third-octave band, the 125 Hz third-octave band, the
20000 Hz third-octave band and the broadband noise between 10 Hz and 10 kHz. It is found
that for the higher speeds, radiated noise due to cavitation is dominating.
We remind that this data is only theoretical and based on some a priori assumptions. It doesn’t
pretend to reflect the truth for a particular vessel.
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Figure 4-2: URN model N°1 for a generic cargo ship – RNL at 14 knots
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Figure 4-3: URN model N°1 for a generic cargo ship – total RNL at different speeds
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Figure 4-4: URN model N°1 for a generic cargo ship - Repartitio n of radiated acoustic energy on the
three components

Model N°2 – “Noisy” merchant ship:
A second model is built, corresponding to a noisy cargo ship. It is assumed here that only the
diesel generator sets are resiliently mounted and no acoustic enclosure is used. The purpose is
to allow studying the effect of mitigation measures on machinery noise.
The excitations levels Lvib,n and Lacout,n are adjusted in order to fit the modified URN model.
Besides, some hypothesis, have been taken on repartition of energy among the N groups and
the two transmission paths (vibratory and airborne acoustic). In this modified model, for that
speed, machinery noise is dominating, even more than in the reference model.
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4.3 Assessment of solutions related to ship structure and machinery
noise
4.3.1 Machinery equipment with improved noise and vibration levels
During the processes for the design and the development of a new vessel, one of the key
activities is the selection and integration of on-board machinery items. These items must fulfil a
number of requirements, primarily related to the functionality (for example the production of
electrical power for a diesel generator), but also some constraints such as safety rules or
environment, and in the form of limits in vibration levels and airborne radiated noise. If this is
routinely applied for naval vessels, it is not for commercial vessels, except in some cases
(fishery research vessels, passenger vessels with critical requirements for interior noise). When
considering different machinery items from different suppliers providing the same service, if the
ones with reduced noise and vibration levels are selected, it is straightforward to deduce that
the URN of the ship will be lower.
Starting from the second model defined in section 4.2 (corresponding to a “noisy” merchant
ship), assuming that all on-board noisy machinery items have their noise and vibration levels
reduced by 4 dB, we find the first model (corresponding to an “average” merchant ship). Thus,
the effect of using improved machinery items on URN can be assessed by comparing the two
models, as shown on figure 4-5 and 4-6.
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Figure 4-5: Influence of a 4 dB reduction of machinery noise on the total URN
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Figure 4-6: Influence of a 4 dB reduction of machinery noise on URN for particular frequency bands

We remind that the two models differ only for machinery noise, the models for propeller noise
and cavitation remaining the same. As could be expected, the URN component for machinery
noise is reduced by 4 dB, as it is actually the assumption. On the other hand, the reduction of
the total URN is less than 4 dB because of the influence of propeller noise in the total URN, in
particular at low frequencies where an important effect of cavitation is foreseen. As a
consequence the overall RNL reduction is only 1.5 dB at 63 Hz and 2.5 dB for broadband noise.

4.3.2 Reduction of machinery noise using elastic mounts and acoustic
enclosures
A proven solution for the reduction of URN related to internal machinery, commonly used on
naval vessels, is to reduce the transfer functions between the machinery items and the hull
using elastic mounts and acoustic enclosures, where applicable.
Hypothesis on the attenuation:
Elastic mounts, which are inserted between the feet of the machinery items and the foundations
(or a platform or seatings) allow significant reduction of vibratory levels. In theory, for an ideal
elastic mount with constant stiffness and frequencies higher than the low frequency resonance
of the system, the attenuation is proportional to the square of frequency and can reach very
high values. In practice, due to the fact that the dynamic stiffness of the elastic mounts increase
with frequency and other factors (like the presence of secondary mechanical links) the
attenuation hardly exceed 20 dB. Therefore, a realistic attenuation curve, using some
information from reference [14] is used here and represented on Figure 4-7.
Acoustic enclosures can be used on some machinery items in order to reduce airborne noise.
The attenuation taken into account for this study is also represented on Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7: Elastic mounts and acoustic enclosures - values of attenuation taken into account

Assessment of the solution for model N°2:
The initial point is model N°2, corresponding to a noisy vessel where all machinery items are
assumed to be rigidly mounted except the diesel generator sets. The purpose is here to
estimate the improvement in URN using either elastic mounts, either acoustic enclosures, or
both. The improved designs are defined as follows:
-

Use of elastic mounts for the main engines and for the other auxiliaries, but not the
gearbox, the diesel generator being already equipped in the initial situation,

-

Use of acoustic enclosures for the gearbox, the diesel generators and the other
auxiliaries, but not the main engines (because of their size),

-

Combination of the two previous noise control measures.

Figure 4-8 shows the reduction obtained on the machinery noise component of the RNL. A large
reduction can be achieved using elastic mounts, exceeding 6 dB in some frequency bands. On
the other hand, the use of acoustic enclosures is not efficient in the overall. With the combined
solutions, a slight additional improvement is obtained by comparison to the use of elastic
mounts only.
When considering now the total URN, the benefit of the use of elastic mounts is still visible
(Figure 4-9). This was to be expected because for that particular model at that speed,
machinery noise is dominating in most of the frequency range of interest.
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Figure 4-8: Assessment of the influence of elastic mounts and acoustic enclosures on machinery RNL
spectrum (Model N°2)
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Figure 4-9: Assessment of the influence of elastic mounts and acoustic enclosures on total RNL
spectrum (Model N°2)

Figures 4-10 to 4-12 give the RNL reductions in different frequency bands. The highest
reduction is obtained with the combined mitigation measures (using both elastic mounts and
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acoustic enclosures). The improvement in total RNL can reach up 4 to 6 dB, but less than 2 dB
at low frequencies (63 Hz).
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Figure 4-50: Influence of elastic mounts on RNL reduction for particular frequency bands (model N°2)
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Figure 4-61: Influence of enclosures on RNL reduction for particular frequency bands (model N°2)
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Figure 4-72: Influence of combined elastic mounts and acoustic enclosures on reduction of RNL for
particular frequency bands (model N°2)
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4.3.3 Hull modifications and damping
Two types of modifications are considered:
-

Increase of the damping coefficient from 1% to 5% of the structures supporting the main
engines and gearbox, with effect on vibratory transfer function,

-

Increase of the thickness of the hull in the area corresponding to the main engine and
gearbox (a factor 2 on thickness is taken here), with effect on both vibratory and acoustic
airborne transfer functions.

A SEA model derived from the studies done on a coastal tanker in the scope of Task 2.4 of
AQUO Project is reused here. The calculated estimation of the attenuation in the transfer
functions is given on Figure 4-13 (sample points). From that result, approximate models are
derived in the form of straight lines, also shown on the figure.
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Figure 4-13 Estimated attenuation from the two types of modifications

These approximate models are injected in the “medium cargo” URN Model N°1 to estimate the
evolution in the machinery URN, then of total URN. The results are shown on Figures 4-14 and
4-15. The effect of these structural modifications is not negligible, as it can reach 1.5 to 3 dB in
the machinery contribution in RNL. The reduction in total RNL is however no more than 1.5 dB
due to the influence of propeller noise and cavitation.
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Figure 4-14: Assessment of the evolution of RNL spectra by structural modifications

Figure 4-15: Assessment of the reduction of RNL in frequency bands by structural modifications
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4.4 Assessment of solutions related to propeller design
4.4.1 Assumptions
It is assumed here that an “improved propeller” design is obtained through blade design
optimisation, allowing:
-

reducing radiated noise of the non-cavitating propeller (we assume here a 3 dB
reduction at low frequencies up to 100 Hz, going down to a 1 dB reduction at 10 kHz),

-

increasing the cavitation inception speed Vcav by 2 kts.

According to Fischer et al. [14], an increase of Vcav can lead to a reduction of the corresponding
URN component, which depends on the relative values of the actual speed and the initial and
modified values of Vcav. Assuming a service speed of 14 kt and an initial value of Vcav of 10 kt,
the estimated reduction is 3.2 dB, as shown on Figure 4-16.

Figure 4-16: Estimation of the reduction of cavitation URN from the propeller related to an increase of the
cavitation inception speed

In addition, we assume spectral repartition of cavitation URN reduction.
Besides, a second alternative is defined here, denoted “advanced propeller”. Very few data is
available regarding URN of non-conventional propellers and it should be noted that it can cover
different designs, as described in report R5.9 [1]. Here, we treat arbitrarily the case of a ducted
propeller where some reduction of radiated noise can be expected due to the presence of the
duct (insertion loss related to that additional structure, up to 4 dB at high frequencies).
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For this second case, the assumptions are:
-

for the non-cavitating component, a reduction of 1 dB at low frequencies, up to 5 dB at
high frequencies;

-

for the cavitation noise, Vcav is shifted upwards in the same way as for the previous case;

-

the additional acoustic insertion loss due to the duct applies also to cavitation URN.

The assumed URN spectra for propeller and cavitation are shown on Figure 4-17.
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Figure 4-17: Hypothesis for propeller and cavitation URN spectra (initial, improved propeller and
advanced propeller)

4.4.2 Results
By summing up with the machinery URN contribution, using Model N°1, we consider now the
result on total ship URN at 14 kt. The spectra for the three cases are compared on Figure 4-18,
and the variation in URN for different specific frequency bands is detailed on Figure 4-19 and
Figure 4-80. We see that, except at low frequencies, the overall reduction of URN is relatively
small, because of the relative importance of machinery noise.
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Figure 4-18: Assessment of the total ship URN spectrum by using modified propellers (Model N°1)
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Figure 4-19: Assessment of the total ship URN reduction by using an “improved propeller” (Model N°1)
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Figure 4-80: Assessment of the total ship URN reduction by using an “advanced propeller” (Model N°1)
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4.5 Architectural solutions
4.5.1 Type of main engine
It is assumed here that only the type of main engine is changed, regardless the feasibility of
integration on board in the scope of the overall design of the vessel. The reference case is
supposed to be the “Average merchant ship URN model” (N°1) with medium speed diesel
engine. The two alternative options are a low speed diesel engine and a gas turbine.
For that purpose, some information and data from Fischer and al. is used here [14]. In that
reference, it is stated that in general the heavy low speed diesels have lower source levels due
to their lower power to weight ratio, and that gas turbines are quieter except maybe at low
frequencies. The variation of representative vibration levels after scaling to the same power by
comparison to the reference (i.e. the medium speed diesel engine which is set to 0 dB) is shown
on figure 4-21. Note that as the low speed diesel engine is heavier, the vibratory energy injected
into the structure will be greater, so a penalty (correction) is introduced in the model. Besides, in
the case of low speed engines, it assumed there is no gearbox because of the possibility of
direct drive.

Figure 4-21: Estimated vibratory energy variation of two types of engines with same power by
comparison to a reference engine

The effect of changing the type of engine is illustrated on figure 4-22 for machinery RNL and
figure 4-23 for total RNL. There is a significant reduction by using a low speed diesel engine.
We remind that here there is no particular mitigation measure for machinery noise, most of
machinery equipment being rigidly mounted. Besides, it is assumed that the propeller is the
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same, as well as the TPK (RPM of shaft line per knot of ship speed). The corresponding
information in different frequency bands is shown on figure 4-24.
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Figure 4-22: Assessment of the influence of the type of main engine on machinery spectral RNL
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Figure 4-23: Assessment of the influence of the type of main engine on total spectral RNL
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Figure 4-24: Assessment of the influence of the type of main engine on RNL in different frequency bands

4.5.2 Diesel-electric propulsion
Regarding ship underwater radiated noise, data in relationship with diesel electric propulsion
exist mainly for relatively small special vessels such as fishing research vessels, and for large
cruise vessels. Due to the lack of data related to merchant vessels, we reuse here some
analysis done in the scope of Task 2.1 of AQUO Project [6], which included some estimates of
URN components of different particular cruise vessels. Among the data available, the data from
two vessels, scales to the same ship speed and size, can give an estimate of the effect of using
diesel electric propulsion for a large vessel:
•

The cruise vessel “Norwegian Wind”, a direct drive architecture with diesel engines

•

The cruise vessel “Norwegian Sky”, using diesel electric propulsion.

We take here the assumption that the same reduction of the RNL machinery noise component
can be achieved on the reference merchant ship studied here. Then, the total RNL is obtained
by adding the contributions from the propeller and the cavitation. The results are shown on
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figure 4-25 and 4-26. The overall reduction is here relatively small because here we have
assumed that noise from the propeller and from cavitation was not modified.
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Figure 4-25: Assessment of the evolution of RNL spectra by using diesel electric (DE) propulsion instead
of direct drive
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Figure 4-26: Assessment of the evolution of RNL in different frequency bands by using diesel electric
(DE) propulsion instead of direct drive
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4.5.3 Podded propulsion
The use of podded propulsion for large vessels is more likely considered in combination with
diesel electric propulsion. To perform here the analysis, we start from the previous case and an
estimate of the variation in RNL is done by a reuse of the results from Task 2.1 of AQUO project
[6]. As a matter of case, one of the cruise vessels treated was equipped with azipods. The
difference is estimated with the comparison of the RNL of that particular vessel at a given speed
with the average of 5 other cruise vessels using classical diesel electric architecture.
The result is shown on Figure 4-27 for the spectra and on Figure 4-28 for some frequency band
levels. The prediction is that there is no strong variation in the overall RNL, with some
improvement at low frequencies and degradation at medium/high frequencies. However, it is
difficult to conclude because the analysis is done here with data from one single vessel.
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Figure 4-27: Assessment of the influence on RNL spectral by using pods in diesel electric propulsion
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Figure 4-28: Assessment of the influence on RNL in some frequency bands by using pods in diesel
electric propulsion

4.5.4 Reduction of TPK
We consider here a TPK reduction of 20%, i.e. TPKrmodified/TPKinitial=0.8. We remind that the TPK
is the “turns per knots”. For example, if the initial propeller RPM is 80 for a ship speed of 14
knots, the reduced RPM due to the 20% decrease in TPK will be 64 for the same ship speed.
To treat this case, different assumptions are done regarding the consequences of URN of the
three components.
For machinery noise, it is assumed that the total energy is the same but that due to the lower
rotation speed of the propeller, the frequency spectrum is shifted by -20% towards the low
frequencies.
For the propeller, considering that the same power is needed to keep the ship at the same
speed, the reduction of propeller rotation speed is compensated by an increase of propeller
diameter in the same proportion, i.e. Dmodified/Dinitial=TPKinitial/TPKmodified.
Regarding the propeller URN component, assuming that radiated noise is proportional to V5 and
to the surface of the propeller, the estimated variation of RNL will be:

50 log

TPK mod ified
TPK initial

+ 20 log

Dmod ified
Dinitial

≈ −2.9dB
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Regarding the cavitation URN component, we consider again the estimated evolution of
cavitation noise with propeller RPM shown on and we correct it with the size of the modified
propeller. The estimated variation of RNL will be:

− 3,5dB + 20 log

Dmod ified
Dinitial

≈ −2.6dB

The comparison of the initial and modified RNL spectra for the three components is shown on
Figure 4-29.
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Figure 4-29: Hypothesis for the influence of a 20% reduction of TPK on the three URN components for
the same ship speed

The overall effect on total RNL is shown on Figure 4-90, and the reduction obtained in different
frequency bands is given on Figure 4-31. The overall reduction is estimated between 1 and 2
dB. Larger values would be obtained for a vessel with lower machinery noise contribution. Note
also that there may be a degradation of machinery RNL at low frequencies.
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Figure 4-90: Assessment of the evolution of RNL spectrum with a reduction of TPK
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Figure 4-31: Assessment of the influence of a reduced TPK on RNL components and total RNL
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4.6 Other solutions
4.6.1 Air bubble curtain
Air bubbles in water can provide a high attenuation of sound waves. In particular, bubbles
curtains are commonly used to mitigate underwater noise generated by pile driving operations.
Figure 4-32, taken from reference [15], shows a synthesis of experimental data for sound
attenuation of bubbles curtains. The same reference outlines that the frequency where
attenuation is maximum decreases with bubble size and the efficiency depends on the
concentration or thickness of the bubbles curtain in water. As presented in the AQUO report
R5.9 [1], it is possible to use the same principle to reduce ship URN, the bubble curtain being
generated using air compressors and air injectors located below the waterline. The system
would be installed on the hull using belts in order to generate a bubble curtain along the hull.
Taking into account the data from reference [15] and assuming that the size of the bubbles for
the ship will be greater than for the pile driving application because of the effect of depth, we
define here a simplified model for a bubble curtain developed along the hull of the ship, shown
on Figure 4-32:
-

the maximum attenuation, assumed to be 15 dB, is set at 1000 Hz,

-

at lower frequencies, the slope of attenuation is +7,5 per decade,

-

at higher frequencies, the slope if -10 dB per decade.

Figure 4-32: Model for URN attenuation using an air bubble curtain (adapted from reference [15])
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This system, also known as the “Prairie masker”, has been used on some naval vessels.
The principle of the bubble curtain can also be used for propeller noise. In that case, we
assume that the attenuation is half the one of the model for the hull, because of the assumed
geometrical dispersion of the bubbles in the medium. This second model is also shown on
Figure 4-32.
These attenuation curves are now applied to the “medium cargo” URN Model N°1. The spectra
for the different URN components are shown on Figure 4-33 and Figure 4-34. It is assumed that
the bubble curtain for the hull has effect on the machinery noise (except “other auxiliaries”) and
no effect on propeller/cavitation noise, and that the bubble curtain for propeller has no effect on
machinery noise.
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Figure 4-33: Hypothesis for the influence of a bubble curtain on the hull on machinery RNL spectrum
(Model N°1)
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Figure 4-34: Hypothesis for the influence of a bubble curtain for propeller RNL spectrum (Model N°1)

The assessment of the effect on these solutions on the total RNL of the ship at 14 knots is
shown on Figure 4-35 in the form of spectra and on Figure 4-36 to Figure 4-38 in the form of
RNL reduction at selected frequencies.
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Figure 4-35: Assessment of the total ship URN spectrum by using modified propellers (Model N°1)
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Figure 4-36: Assessment of the total ship URN reduction by using a hull bubble curtain (Model N°1)
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Figure 4-37: Assessment of the total ship RNL reduction by using a propeller bubble curtain (Model N°1)
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Figure 4-38: Assessment of the total ship RNL reduction by using combined bubble curtains (Model N°1)

With the hypothesis and initial model used here, it is found that the bubble curtain has more
effect at medium frequencies while the bubble curtain for the propeller has more effect at low
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frequencies. The “combined solution” obtained by using bubble curtains for both hull and
propeller gives a reduction of RNL at all frequencies, ranging from 3 dB to more than 6 dB.

4.6.2 Decoupling hull coating
This solution consists in gluing a special rubber coating outside the hull, below waterline,
covering the areas where most machinery radiated noise through the hull. Figure 4- shows
some experimental data for the vibratory attenuation measured in laboratory for a sample of a
test coating of this type. In practice, when the coating is installed on the ship hull, the
attenuation will be less because of acoustic leaks (the coating doesn’t cover perfectly the hull).
Furthermore, it is unlikely to achieve a hull radiation attenuation exceeding 20 dB. So the model
for attenuation used for the present study, also shown on Figure 4-39, is defined by a 12 dB per
decade slope starting at 100 Hz and limited at 20 dB.

Figure 4-39: Data and model for attenuation of an external hull acoustic coating

This attenuation curve is now used in the ship URN model N°1. Figure 4-100 gives the
assessment of the reduction of machinery RNL and total RNL spectra, and Figure 4-41 the
corresponding variation in different frequency bands. Despite the good efficiency for the
reduction of machinery noise, the effect on total ship RNL is relatively small and even negligible
at low frequencies.
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Figure 4-100: Assessment of the influence of an external acoustic coating on machinery RNL and total
RNL spectra (Model N°1)
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Figure 4-41: Assessment of the influence of an external acoustic coating on machinery RNL and total
RNL for different frequency bands (Model N°1)

4.6.3 Optimized ship handling and propeller/hull cleaning
Here, the purpose is to estimate the degradation of RNL resulting from a poor maintenance. By
inverse reasoning it can give an estimate of the benefit of a good maintenance. For that
purpose two main hypothesis are done, one on the health condition of machinery, the other on
the cleaning status of the hull and the propeller.
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For the first hypothesis, we assume that machinery RNL contribution is increased by 3 dB
because of improper maintenance of machinery equipment.
For the second hypothesis, we assume that the resistance of the hull to flow increases by 30%
due to heavy slime (see reference [2]). This results in:
•

Extra power from engines, with an estimated increase of noise by 1 dB,

•

Increase of load and/or speed for the propeller, with an estimated increase of propeller
noise by 2.8 dB,

•

Decrease of cavitation inception speed, estimated to be 1 knot (9 kt instead of 10 kt),
leading to an increase of noise estimated at 1.6 dB.

With these assumptions, the increase of total RNL is estimated to be 3.1 dB.

4.6.4 Speed reduction
Except in the case of some ship architectures (using CPP with engine at constant RPM leading
to large cavitation noise even at low ship speed), a reduction of RNL can be expected from a
reduction of ship speed.
To illustrate and quantify the effect, we consider here the “Average merchant ship URN model”
(N°1) at 14 knots and we consider two reduced speed s:
•

11 knots,

•

9.5 knots (which is under the cavitation inception speed.

The results for the total RNL are given on Figure 4-42 and Figure 4-43. The results show a large
reduction of RNL with the reduction of speed. We note in particular that the reduction is more
than 6 dB at low/medium frequencies for the speed where the propeller doesn’t cavitate.
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Figure 4-42: Influence of speed on total RNL spectra for ship reference model N°1
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Figure 4-43: Influence of speed on total RNL in some frequency bands for ship reference model N°1
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4.7 Combination of solutions
The results of the simulations done previously show that the efficiency of some mitigation
measures is not as much as it could be expected because the corresponding noise component
is masked by another one. This is for example the case of the use of improved or advanced
propellers, which doesn’t give a big improvement if machinery noise is dominant (see § 4.4).
In order to improve the situation, the idea is to combine different mitigation solutions in a
consistent way. This is one of the basic principles that have been used for decades to design
stealthy military vessels. This approach applied to merchant ships has already been presented
at Oceans’15 conference [19]. Here, two examples of combined mitigation solutions are
presented.

4.7.1 Combination of elastic mounts, acoustic enclosures and improved
propeller
We combine here the models presented in § 4.3.2 and § 4.4. The results are shown on Figure
4-44 and Figure 4-45.
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Figure 4-44: Assessment of evolution of RNL spectra using combined mitigation solutions (elastic
mounts, enclosures, improved propeller)
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Figure 4-45: Assessment of reduction of RNL in some frequency bands using combined mitigation
solutions (elastic mounts, enclosures, improved propeller)

4.7.2 Combination of electric propulsion and advanced propeller
We combine here the models presented in § 4.5.2 and § 4.4. The results are shown on Figure
4-46 and Figure 4-.
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Figure 4-46: Assessment of evolution of RNL spectra using combined mitigation solutions (electric
propulsion, advanced propeller)
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Figure 4-47: Assessment of reduction of RNL in some frequency bands using combined mitigation
solutions (electric propulsion, advanced propeller)
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5 Conclusion
5.1 Results from the analysis
In first part, we have focused on structural solutions for the reduction of URN related to
machinery. The simulations were carried out on the case study of a small fishing vessel.
Despite the fact that the numerical results cannot be transposed directly to other types of ships,
the methodology presented here is a key element to address the URN issue within any new
ship project. For our case, the overall trend is that a significant reduction of the part of RNL
associated to the machinery item considered can be achieved by using elastic mountings (about
20 dB, and even more for a double stage mounting), the stiffening of the supporting structures
and using damping materials. On the other side, the use of acoustic enclosures is not expected
to be efficient because the contribution in the URN of the airborne transfer path is much lower
than the vibratory transfer path.
In a second part, a specific analysis has been carried out regarding the effect of pitch setting on
URN in the case of a particular ship equipped with a CPP, the coastal tanker Olympus. The
results from previous tasks of AQUO project have been used, in particular the propeller noise
measurements at model scale extrapolated to scale one. The results show for a speed reduced
at 11 knots instead of the 15 knots normal operating speed, that URN can be reduced greatly by
setting the propeller at design pitch instead of constant RPM and reduced pitch. In some
conditions, the cavitation effects are almost removed, resulting in reduction of propeller noise by
more than 10 dB. This analysis is also qualitatively supported by the results of numerical
simulations.
In the third part, a simplified model to represent the RNL of a merchant ship has been used,
with an approach is similar than in previous studies of AQUO Project [6], with also a second
level of decomposition focused on machinery noise. The different mitigation measures are
simulated by introducing some attenuation values on some URN components or transfer
functions. This leads to a reduction of the one or several of the three RNL components
(machinery, propeller, and cavitation) and then of the total RNL. As there are numerous noise
sources on a ship (different machinery components, the propeller, cavitation noise) and as the
total RNL is a combination of them, the consequence is that if only one of these is reduced, the
other will remain and can become dominant, so the improvement in the total RNL is not as
much as foreseen. For example, although a 20 dB reduction can be achieved for the RNL
associated to a given machinery item, the overall RNL for the ship as a whole is smaller (e.g.
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less than 6 dB, depending on the list of on board noise sources and the relative contribution of
propeller noise). For a given ship, if there is only one dominant noise source, the best noise
mitigation strategy is to reduce that particular noise source. In the more general case where
several sources contribute significantly in the URN, the improvement of the total RNL can be
enhanced by using an adequate combination of mitigation measures (for example the combined
use of elastic mounts and of an improved propeller). The results show that it is possible to
obtain more than 6 dB RNL reduction of the total ship RNL in some frequency bands. For
example, for the case study treated here, efficient reduction of the total RNL of the ship can be
obtained:
-

in the case of new ship buildings: a combination of efficient elastic mounts and/or
improved vibration levels of main machinery, and an improved propeller with higher
inception speed,

-

in the case of retrofit:
o

improved propeller (if cavitation noise is dominant)

o

bubble curtains acting on both the hull and the propellers.

In all cases, for a given ship, it is necessary to perform an analysis in order to identify which are
the dominant noise sources responsible of the URN and their relative importance (dependent
also on frequency) for the operational speeds of interest, in order to select the most efficient
noise control solutions. In the case of new buildings, this must be done at the very early stages
of the design process.
It should also be noted that the frequency range of interest regarding the impact on marine life
is not only in the low frequency range (i.e. the 63 Hz and 125 Hz third octave bands), as recent
studies show that higher frequencies are also relevant. This is the reason why the present
analysis has also been carried at higher frequencies (i.e. 2 kHz) and in broadband.
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5.2 Summary of the assessment of reduction of URN
The Table 1-1 presented initially in paragraph 1.3.2 is updated here using the feedback from
paragraphs 2 to 4 of the present study, giving an overview of the assessment of the efficiency of
mitigation measures on reduction of ship total RNL.
The second column in the table is in relationship with the applicability: “NB” for new ship
building, “RF” for retrofit, and “IS” for a ship in service.
As previously, the symbol “++” means that a significant reduction of RNL is expected (more than
3 dB), the symbol “+” means a small improvement, “0” means no significant evolution and “-“
means a risk of degradation of RNL.
Mitigation measure

Aplicability

Low
freq.

Med.
freq.

High
freq.

Comments

Type of engine

NB

0

+

++

Without taking into account elastic
mounts. Advantage to heavy low
speed 2 strokes diesel engines. The
conclusion would be different with 4
strokes engines and efficient elastic
mounts.

Diesel-electric
propulsion

NB

0

+

++

Compared to direct diesel drive

Podded propulsion

NB

0/+

0/+

0/-

Compared to diesel electric

Reduction of TPK (turn
per knots)

NB

+

+

++

Consequences on on-board
machinery to be considered

Elastic mountings

NB/RF

+

+/++

++

Generally considered to be not
suitable for large 2-stroke engines. To
be considered for relatively small
engines.

Auxiliary and main
engine acoustic
enclosure

NB/RF

0

0

0

More effect on interior noise than on
underwater noise.

Increase of the stiffness
of machinery foundation

NB/RF

+

0/+

0

For retrofit, limited to relatively small
modifications

Structural solutions (hull
girder spacing, hull
thickness, double hull)

NB

0

+

+/++

Assuming increase of hull thickness

Structural damping

NB/RF

0

+

+

The physical access of some
structural parts may be difficult

Bubble curtain (hull)

NB/RF

0

+

++

Relatively heavy retrofit requiring dry
dock
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Mitigation measure

Aplicability

Low
freq.

Med.
freq.

High
freq.

Bubble curtain
(propeller)

NB/RF

+

0/+

0/+

Decoupling hull coating

NB/RF

0

0

++

Hull optimization

NB

Comments
Easier to implement than the hull
bubble curtain

Depends on the initial status (poor or
good design). Not quantified here.

Improved propeller

NB/RF

+

+

0

Assuming a noise reduction objective
in the design

Non conventional
propellers

NB/RF

+

0/+

0/+

Assuming a noise reduction objective
in the design

Propeller hub caps

NB/RF

Not quantified here.

Wake Conditioning
Devices (nozzles etc)

NB/RF

Not quantified here.

Optimized ship handling

IS

+

+

+

Ship URN is known to go worse if the
ship is not well maintained

Hull and propeller
cleaning

IS

+

+

+

Assessment is easier for the effect on
fuel efficiency

Appropriate
management of dynamic
positioning system

IS

Speed reduction

IS

++

++

++

Change in the propeller
plant settings

IS

+

+/++

+/++

Specific situation

Possible degradation of URN in the
case of CPP running off-design (low
pitch)
May be beneficial in some cases. Use
of CPP at reduced ship speed with
reduced pitch should be avoided

Table 5-1: Effect of mitigation measures on ship URN – Assessment using the results of this study

In summary, reductions of RNL of more than 6 dB can be achieved but this should be done by
combining different noise control measures in a consistent way, generally considering both
propeller noise and machinery noise. For that, a case to case analysis is necessary, taking into
account the type of the ship and the operating conditions.
In the case of the building new ships, it is important to perform the RNL reduction studies at the
initial design stage. If not, the later noise control measures will be expensive and/or ineffective.
In the case of retrofit, some noise control measures such as the use of improved propellers, the
integration of damping materials or external acoustic coatings, may be relatively easy to
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implement. For others, related to modifications of structure or the installation of elastic
mountings, it is more difficult and may prove unfeasible depending of the ship initial design. The
use of bubble curtains seems to be a relatively efficient solution (about 6 dB reduction for the
whole ship RNL), but requires the installation of an additional machinery equipment.
In the case of existing vessels, the importance of proper maintenance and hull/propeller
cleaning is confirmed.
In all cases, the reduction of ship speed is expected to reduce significantly RNL except in the
case of ships equipped with CPP working at reduced speed. In the latter case, a large reduction
of RNL can be obtained by running at optimum pitch instead of constant RPM but this requires
in general a modification in the propulsion system.
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